INTRODUCTION
The focus of this article is an aircraft propelled with four rotors, called the quadrotor. The quadrotor is capable of vertical takeoff and landing, hovering and horizontal flight which makes it an ideal surveillance vehicle. It can be utilized in various civilian and military operations such as: search and rescue operations, land mine sweeping and traffic surveillance.
Quadrotor was among the first rotorcrafts ever built. In fact, quadrotor rotorcrafts actually preceded the more common helicopters, but were later replaced by them because of very sophisticated control requirements [1] . At the moment, quadrotors are mostly designed as small or micro aircrafts capable of carrying only surveillance equipment. In the future, however, some designs, like Bell Boeing Quad TiltRotor, are being planned for heavy lift operations [2, 3] .
In the last couple of years, quadrotor aircrafts have been a subject of extensive research in the field of autonomous control systems. Various control algorithms, like PID, fuzzy control and LQ, both for stabilization and control, have been proposed [4, 5, 6, 7] . This paper describes a hybrid control concept that combines classical PID and LQ controllers to unify stabilization and control and create a flight control system (FCS) capable of directed and autonomous flying.
Fly-by-wire is a concept that was introduced in 1960s. This flight control system was intended to replace mechanical and hydraulic flight control systems that were standard at that point. In Electrical FCSs digital control signals are sent via electrical installations, hence the term by-wire [8] . As far as autonomous vehicles (ground or air) are concerned, the term by-wire is slightly stretched because the signal for these vehicles travels by air. Nevertheless, we use this term to note that the system is controlled via electrical signals generated from pilot controls. How the signal travels from the user to the vehicle is of little concern to final implementation.
With a fly-by-wire control, we can optimize vehicle performance and assure system stability by preventing certain moves that could compromise vehicle operation. In aircrafts, a fly by wire controller can: optimize lift/drag ratio, improve the angle of attack, increase the energy efficiency and extend aircraft's conventional flight envelope. In this article we will show how a fly-by-wire control system can reduce system nonlinearities and provide the pilot with a very simple set of controls.
The paper is organized as follows. The physical principles of quadrotor are presented in section 2. This is followed with a mathematical model of the quadrotor in section 3. In section 4 we present the details of the implemented hybrid controller and in section 5 we show the results of simulation based experiments. We conclude the paper with some ideas and directions for future work.
II. THE PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QUADROTOR
The basic quadrotor design consists of a control unit placed in the center and four rotors placed symmetrically around that center at a radial distance D. Because each rotor blade is displaced from the center of mass, it produces both thrust and torques with respect to aircraft's center of mass. This is shown in Fig. 1 . Torques ‫ܯ‬ ௫ and ‫ܯ‬ ௬ of each rotor can be calculated simply by multiplying the thrust of each rotor with distance from the axis of rotation. The torques on one side of the aircraft cancel out the torques on the other side. If all the rotors are spinning with the same angular velocity, the net torque and hence the angular acceleration equals zero. While rotating, the rotor blades produce aerodynamic torque ‫ܯ‬ ௭ with respect to the yaw axis. The spinning direction of the rotor dictates the direction of the aerodynamic torque ‫ܯ‬ ௭ . Rotors that are directly adjacent to each other rotate in different directions, thus cancelling out each other's torques. This modification achieves yaw angle stabilization.
Fig. 1. Forces and torques produced in quadrotor's propulsion system
Mismatching the torque balance must be achieved without impacting the thrust balance. Therefore, the decreased thrust from one blade has to be compensated with an increase of speed and thrust in other blades. Either roll or pitch is achieved by increasing the speed of rotors on one side of the aircraft and decreasing on the other.
When the rotors net thrust equals the aircraft's gravity force the quadrotor hovers in the air. Further increasing the net thrust accelerates the aircraft up in the air. Translational acceleration is achieved by maintaining a non-zero pitch or roll angle. Slightly pitching or rolling a quadrotor moves it in x or y direction.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE QUADROTOR
Testing the proposed Hybrid controller requires an elaborate mathematical model. This model needs to simulate quadrotor behavior in climb, descent and forward flight. Mathematical model consists of body motion dynamics and propulsion system aerodynamics. Fore mentioned propulsion system aerodynamics includes: Momentum theory, Blade element theory, In Ground Effect, Vortex ring state and windmill break state. Details on this theories and effects can be found in [9] , while the details on mathematical modeling of quadrotor's propulsion system can be found in [10] . Without going into details, this article brings the final equation of forces and torques that come from a single rotor:
Where ܰ stands for the number of the blades, ߩ is the air density, ܿ is the average cord length, ܴ is the blade radius and Ω is the rotor angular speed. The coefficients ቄ‫ܥ‬ ் , ‫ܥ‬ ு ೣ , ‫ܥ‬ ு , ‫ܥ‬ ெ , ‫ܥ‬ ெ ೣ , ‫ܥ‬ ெ ቅ are complex functions of quadrotor's speed and aerodynamic drag/lift coefficients. The details are given in [9, 10] .
We mark the net forces and torques, from the aircraft frame of reference, with ࣠ ሬԦ and ࣧ ሬሬሬԦ respectively. We write the corresponding Newton -Euler equations in vector form. The angles ߮, ߴ and ߰ are Euler angles in the fixed, earth perspective coordinate frame. Abbreviations ‫ݔܿ‬ and ‫ݔݏ‬ stand for ‫‪ሻ‬ݔ‪ሺ‬ݏܿ‬ and ‫݊݅ݏ‬ሺ‫ݔ‬ሻ, respectively.
Rotations ߱ ௫ , ߱ ௬ and ߱ ௭ are observed in quadrotor coordinate system. To calculate corresponding Euler angles in earth reference system, one needs to multiply the second part of equation,
with Jacobian matrix :
IV. HYBRID CONTROLLER OVERVIEW When developing a controller for quadrotor, two main problems arise: first problem comes from the fact that quadrotor is a highly nonlinear system; second problem is caused by limited power resources of the propulsion system. Nonlinearities are caused by complex aerodynamic effects coupled with nonlinear nature of Newton -Euler equations. To avoid complex control solutions like neural networks, which could compensate for these nonlinearities, one needs to limit quadrotor's maneuvering capabilities. For these limited set of maneuvers we can synthesize simple PID controllers based on the linearized mathematical model of the aircraft [10] .
As far as the power limitations are concerned the same principal applies. For aircraft movement in horizontal direction one needs to increase the amount of blade rotation on one side and decrease on the other side of the aircraft. This imbalance will cause the quadrotor to tilt and move in one direction. If we were to direct the quadrotor to increase its altitude, then all four rotors would have to increase their rotation. It is obvious that one side of the quadrotor would need to double the amount of rotation to achieve simultaneous horizontal and vertical movement of the increase in blade rotation and a possible result could be quadrotor unstable behavior. By limiting quadrotor's maneuvering capabilities we assure that this situation never occurs, and that the aircraft is stable.
Apart from these inherent problems, we also need to keep in mind that a controller should be capable of both directed and autonomous flight. Hence, a hybrid controller, which uses an automaton to switch between different states and has layer based architecture seems as a natural solution. The lowest layer in this design is assigned to quadrotor stabilization and angle control. The second layer is designed for height control. The last two layers, third and fourth, are Position control and Autonomous Navigation, respectively. The automaton's states switch different layers of control on and off, and thus by switching between the states automaton enables different level of control: directed control, position control or autonomous navigation. The overview of Hybrid controller layer based structure is shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2 Overview of Hybrid controller layers

A. ANGLE CONTROL LAYER
The angle control layer is in charge of aircraft stabilization. By keeping the roll and pitch angles at 0˚ this controller effectively stabilizes the aircraft in hover position. If we were to roll or pitch the aircraft by a certain angle α, then it would move in y or x direction, respectively. It is obvious that this layer of control is crucial not only for quadrotor stabilization but also for its positioning.
For a symmetrical body ‫ܫ(‬ ௫௫ ൌ ‫ܫ‬ ௬௬ ) with small amounts of moments of inertia ( ‫ܫ‬ ௫௫ , ‫ܫ‬ ௬௬, ‫ܫ‬ ௭௭ ‫ا‬ ) we can neglect the terms ൫‫ܫ‬ ௬௬ െ ‫ܫ‬ ௭௭ ൯߱ ௭ ߱ ௬ in (2). This simplification allows us to write a very simple equation for angle control:
This is of course, observed from quadrotor coordinate system. To calculate corresponding Euler angles, one needs to multiply (4) with Jacobian transformation matrix (3). This is why we further simplify the problem by considering only small angles, and thus the Jacobian transformation matrix (3) becomes the identity matrix ‫.ܫ‬ These assumptions leave us with a second -order system with a constant propulsion system gain that is easy to control. The details of the implemented cascade controller can be found in [10] . Fig. 3 shows the height controller, designed as a five state automaton that changes control parameters or switches controller transfer function depending on the quadrotor's current situation.
B. HEIGHT CONTROL LAYER
Two states, DZ (change of reference) and the settling state manage quadrotor control during altitude change. When the aircraft settles in referenced height, the hover state of the controller is triggered. During this state, the main hybrid controller enables the change of XY coordinates and aircraft's orientation [10] .
C. POSITION CONTROL LAYER
Combined with height control layer, position control layer yields a full 3D positioning control system. We start off with a small angle approximation of equation (2) . Keeping in mind that ߰ and ߴ are very small, and that ߮ ൌ 0, we can write:
When we control the yaw angle ߮ , the aircraft's coordinate system rotates as well. In order for (5) to hold, we rotate the earth coordinate system for ߮, thus effectively lining up these two coordinate systems. Now, as it is obvious from (5), the angle control layer becomes an open loop transfer function of the position control layer. During the change of position, the change of altitude is disabled and the quadrotor is hovering. Therefore, the net force of the quadrotor ห࣠ ሬԦ ห can be linearized for hover mode as a constant gain ‫ܭ‬ ห࣠ ሬԦ ห . The corresponding linearized closed loop control system is shown in Fig. 4 .
D. NAVIGATION LAYER
This layer enables an operator to control the aircraft. The operator switches between fly-by-wire, position or LQ trajectory control, by switching the navigation layer state. Depending on its current state, the navigation layer switches the lower layers on or off and controls their operation. (5), but has only one astatism. This allows us to choose a simpler P controller. Like the PDT1 controller for the position layer, the P controller was also tuned using Root locus method to achieve quick response with no overshoot [10] . When the pilot moves the joystick, the magnitude of the move is translated into speed reference for the fly-by-wire control system.
1) Fly by wire control
When in Fly by wire control state, the navigation layer behaves similar to the position control layer. The operator becomes a pilot during this control state and controls the velocity and the direction of the quadrotor. The velocity open loop transfer function is based on equation
2) Position control
The position control state is a hierarchical automaton which controls the operation of lower layer control systems, specifically the position control layer and height control layer. In this mode of operation, the operator is controlling the quadrotor by setting the desired position and orientation. The position control automaton divides every operator request into three simple maneuvers: a) change in height b) change of XY position of the quadrotor aircraft. c) change of quadrotor's yaw angle which actually directs the quadrotor.
3) Navigation
The primary function of the navigation state is to guide the quadrotor through the designated search patterns. The operator designs these patterns by defining waypoints. These waypoints are then interconnected with a series of splines that form a corresponding search pattern trajectory. These is achieved with a modified Ho -Cook algorithm [11] . The trajectory is then supplied to the LQR controller which calculates the necessary control actions.
Trajectory planning for unmanned aircraft vehicles is an active field of research. Trajectory planning can be online or offline. Different types of offline trajectory planning algorithms, mainly for fixed wing aircrafts, have been proposed [12, 13, 14] . One significant difference between a fixed wing aircrafts and a rotorcrafts is a substantially higher maneuvering capability of rotorcrafts. For a rotorcraft, the positioning can be done independent from its heading direction. This makes a Ho -Cook interpolation method that is frequently being used in robotics a good choice for planning a trajectory for a quadrotor. Given a set of ݊ waypoints, we construct an interpolation trajectory comprised of splines ܵ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ , where ݅ ൌ 1, … , ݊ െ 1 and ‫ݐ‬ ൌ ሾ0, ‫ݐ∆‬ ሿ. In order to assure that the quadrotor flies smoothly through the planed trajectory, we need to make splines ܵ , C 2 continuous:
C 2 continuity and standstill conditions can be satisfied using cubic polynomial splines for ݅ ൌ 2, … , ݊ െ 2 , and fourth degree polynomial splines for ݅ ൌ 1, ݊. We can optimize the trajectory characteristics by varying time intervals ‫ݐ∆‬ . One way of setting time intervals is taking into account the length of each chord (i.e. |ܺ െ ܺ ିଵ | ). The longer the chord the longer the time interval ‫ݐ∆‬ . [15] 4) LQT control When the navigation planner designs the search pattern, the LQT controller is prompted to calculate the necessary control signals. The LQT controller uses a simplified linearized quadrotor model to calculate the appropriate control sequence for the given trajectory. Here we expand our assumptions from the position control layer and assume that the angle control layer is fast enough so that its dynamics can be neglected. This way, the nonlinear model of the quadrotor orientation can be replaced with a simple gain (Fig. 4) . Because the quadrotor height control layer is active, the net force of the quadrotor ห࣠ ሬԦ ห can be linearized for hover mode as a constant gain ‫ܭ‬ ห࣠ ሬԦ ห . This simplification of the nonlinear quadrotor model yields an open loop transfer function for the LQT controller. Because the quadrotor is symmetric with respect to X and Y position control the same transfer functions applies to both position control loops:
The LQT control scheme is obtained by minimizing the linear quadratic criteria [16, 17] . The control output and the quadrotor behavior is tuned by varying matrices ܳ, ܴ, ܲ. The matrices are chosen to be symmetric and positive-definite. The magnitude of the ܳ matrix minimizes the error of LQR, the ܴ matrix minimizes its energy consumption and the ܲ matrix minimizes the final position error. A first choice for the matrices Q and R is obtained by the Bryson's rule which is often a starting point for trial-and-error iterative design procedure aimed at obtaining desirable properties for the closed-loop system [16] . The procedure ends when all of the control signals and state values fall beneath the maximum allowed values.
V. SIMULATIONS
To evaluate the proposed hybrid controller we carried out a series of simulation studies with a nonlinear mathematical model of the quadrotor. This model describes the quadrotor behavior in climb, descent and forward flight and includes various realistic aerodynamic effects (i.e. Ground effect, Windmill break state, Aerodynamic drag) [10] .
A. LQT controller
In this simulation example we show the tracking abilities of the LQT controller for a quadratic search pattern trajectory. In this trajectory, the aircraft moves in x direction first, then it moves in y direction, and finally returns to the previous x position. The angle controllers limit the angle inputs within ±8˚ in order to keep the quadrotor in the desired linearized area of behavior.
We require that the aircraft passes through the waypoints. In the following figures we compare the Position control state, the LQT controller without using the offline trajectory planning algorithm (LQT*) and the LQT controller with offline trajectory planning algorithm. In figures 5, 6 and 7 we compare the different trajectories of each control method. The LQT* displays the ability to track the desired trajectory with the smallest error. Unfortunately, the LQT* tends to miss the desired waypoints. Figure 7 shows that LQT* never reaches the second x coordinate. If we regard the waypoints as checkpoints, as it was previously mentioned, then this behavior of LQT* is not acceptable.
One way we can make the quadrotor reach the desired waypoints is by using the position controller. In comparison with LQT* trajectory it is obvious that Position control cannot follow the ideal trajectory. On the other hand, unlike the LQT*, the position controller flies the quadrotor onto the desired waypoints. If we want to achieve both of this conditions (i.e. good trajectory tracking and reaching waypoints), then we need to utilize the offline trajectory planning algorithm. The simulation results show how the offline trajectory planning algorithm creates a simplified trajectory, one that the quadrotor LQT controller can successfully follow and reach the desired waypoints at the same time. This planned trajectory differs from the ideal trajectory. From Fig. 7 it is obvious that this control method has the highest deviations from the ideal trajectory. These deviations come solely from the simplified trajectory deviations because the LQT controller accurately tracks the simplified trajectory. This is important if we consider that, during the trajectory planning, the operator is made aware of the simplified trajectory. This allows him to make the necessary changes and plan the desired trajectory. One more benefit of the LQT with trajectory planning is that it reaches every waypoint. This happens because the planning algorithm acts as a look -ahead tool which prepares the quadrotor for a sharp turn. In effect the trajectory planning algorithm successfully replaces these sharp turns with a curved trajectory that the LQT is able to make.
The tracking accuracy has repercussions to the energy consumptions. Greater accuracy and speed basically causes bigger energy consumptions. In search and rescue or minesweeping operations the terrain inspection is often very slow and time consuming. This means that we do not need to force the aircraft to move quickly. On the other hand, we want to stay airborne for as long as we can and therefore we need to economize the energy consumptions. In simple LQ control, the energy consumption requirements are met with tuning the ܴ matrix but this inevitably causes problems in tracking capabilities of the controller. If the trajectory is dynamically complicated, energy consumption limits the tracking capabilities of the controller. We use the trajectory planning algorithm to ease the dynamics of the ideal trajectory and thus economize energy consumptions and achieve the desired tracking.
The control signals are presented in figures 8 and 9. The results in these figures show how Position control has the highest energy consumptions. Figures 5 and 6 show that this type of control causes the fastest moves. The position control uses a bang-bang type of control to move the quadrotor. This saturates the control signals and moves the quadrotor very quickly.
The LQT* control, on the other hand, shows much better power saving capabilities. The control signals enter saturation limits only at the beginning of the maneuver. This happens because the ideal trajectory has no dynamic restrictions. The LQT with trajectory planning displays even better results. The control signal of LQT never saturates and has the lowest overall values compared to other control methods.
B. The effect of imbalanced rotor characteristics
Static propulsion characteristic of a rotor is a ratio of thrust per voltage. For an ideally tuned quadrotor, the static propulsion characteristic of each rotor is the same. In reality though, the quadrotor is never ideally tuned and therefore a certain difference in thrust per voltage ratio of each rotor is expected. This can lead to errors in trajectory tracking and in some cases it can trigger unstable behavior of the quadrotor. In these experiments, we have varied the static propulsion characteristics of rotors 1 and 2. (Fig. 1) The results of these simulation experiments are presented in Fig. 10 . From these results we can conclude that varying static propulsion characteristics of rotors 1 and 2 by a same amount affects x position tracking ability of the hybrid controller, while y position tracking remains unaffected.
A simple review of quadrotor's physical principals explains this phenomenon. The rotors 1 and 2 are placed on the opposite sides of quadrotor's frame of reference x axis. Therefore, the variation of thrust in rotor 1 is canceled by the same variation of thrust in rotor 2. This causes the torque variations ‫ܯ∆‬ ௫ଵ and ‫ܯ∆‬ ௫ଶ to cancel out each other. With respect to y axis of quadrotor's frame of reference, these rotors are placed on the same side. This means that with the same voltage applied to all the rotors, the total torque ‫ܯ‬ ௬ ൌ ∑ ‫ܯ‬ ௬ ସ ୀଵ is equal to ‫ܯ∆2‬ ௬ଶ ൌ ‫ܯ∆2‬ ௬ଵ and not zero. This causes a constant interference in y position control system and thus creates an error in y position tracking.
The same effect, but on opposite axis, can be expected if rotors 2 and 3 static propulsion characteristic is varied. This means that different variations on all the rotors cause an error in overall tracking ability of this control system. Stronger variations of rotors propulsion characteristics can render the aircraft unstable.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a layer based, hybrid quadrotor controller that provides a stable fly -by -wire and trajectory tracking control of the aircraft. In order to cope with nonlinear effects and limits of the propulsion system, the highest layer of the proposed controller contains an automaton with predefined states. Each request regarding the change in position and/or orientation of the quadrotor is divided in discrete maneuvers that are executed separately, with a predefined sequence. Low level linear controllers are based on a cascade scheme, containing two loops: inner loop for angles and outer loop for 3D coordinates. They provide a stable and fast response to the control references sent from higher levels of control.
Simulation results, presented in the article confirmed effectiveness of the proposed control scheme. The proposed controller efficiently tracks the precompiled search pattern trajectories, utilizing very small amounts of energy. The proposed interpolation technique creates well balanced trajectories that enable the control system to drive the quadrotor through the predefined waypoints.
Further development of this hybrid control system includes developing a robust and adaptive angle control system. This type of control would stabilize the quadrotor behavior with respect to variations in static propulsion characteristics of rotors. Adaptive control could also be applied to height control layer, thus making it less affected by certain aerodynamic effects. (i.e. In Ground Effect, Descent aerodynamic effects, Wind disturbances). 
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